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ABOUT YOGALASTICS

Yogalastics are hair ties that feature positive
mantras or intentions. 

 
Take that feeling you built during yoga class and

run with it - all day. In your hair, on your wrist and
on your mind - your intention will keep you

grounded and centered all day long. 

About JASMINE ALMEIDA

Jasmine Almeida is a long time yogini, currently
completing Yoga Teacher Training, and mother of

three. Jasmine is originally from Canada and holds
a Bachelor of Business Administration. She lives in

Erie, PA. 
 

Yogalastics born was from the desire to set a
positive intention during a yoga practice and carry it

all day long. 

WHAT IS AN INTENTION?

During a yoga class, a teacher will often invite
students to set an intention. A yogic intention is
always set in the present tense, such as "I am

strong." We are not setting goals for the future, we
are believing in our best selves in the present!  



GIFT GUIDE

Yogalastics are the perfect gift for the yogi in your
life!

 
The inspiring messages on Yogalastics are also

perfect for teenage girls, tweens, and college
students. The bright colors are seasonal and stylish,

and each Yogalastic carries a message of self
empowerment and positivity. 

 
Athletes, students, and anyone who seeks a bit of
extra inspiration - or who loves hair accessories - 

 will love Yogalastics. 

LET'S GET SOCIAL!

Find us Online!
WWW.INSTRAGRAM.COM/YOGALASTICS

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/YOGALASTICS
@yogalastics
#yogalastics

 

QUESTIONS?

We     Media!
 

For interviews, Q&A or Styling Tips:
Text or call Jasmine Almeida at 319-541-8689. 

We'd love to chat!
jasmine@yogalastics.com

 

SOME MANTRA EXAMPLES

When you have positive thoughts, your brain produces
dopamine. Wearing that positive thought on your wrist and

catching glimpses of it, day in and day out, is an amazing way
to send your brain present-tense reinforcements of your

intentions.  
 

Some Examples:
 

I am calm.
I am strong.

I am balanced.
I am enough. 

I am okay.
 


